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Abstract—The most recent advances in the architecture of 
the Web allow using it as an excellent platform to deliver 
experiments and simulations over the Internet. However, 
there are still some challenges related to the animations’ 
accuracy, to user input collection or to real-time 
communications that have to be accomplished to properly 
port native application- based experiments and simulations 
to the Web. The limitations of the standards preceding 
HTML5 have forced web developers to embed non-HTML 
objects using a wide range of non-standard plugins and 
causing an extremely fragmented execution environment 
where features must be implemented several times in 
different programming languages to guarantee full 
compliance with every user-agent. As HTML5 provides a 
standard -yet fully-featured- environment to develop and 
execute applications, web user-agents are now more similar 
to application players than to simple Internet browsers. In 
this paper we analyze the benefits and pitfalls of these new 
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), providing 
examples of both good and bad instances of research-related 
use. 
Index Terms—Application programming interface, Best 
practices, Internet, Standards. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
During the last two decades, the Web has evolved from 
the transfer of read-only and static hypertextual data to the 
"Read/Write Web", achieving one of the goals initially 
proposed by its designers [1]. Real-time responsive 
interfaces are nowadays the standard way of interaction in 
the Web. Current users do not only browse (i.e., inspect 
something leisurely and casually), but also play 
applications on the Web (e.g., Gmail for e-mail, Google 
Docs for word processing, Youtube for multimedia 
content sharing). This shift from native to web-based 
applications has also changed education. On the one hand, 
webinars and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) [2] 
are becoming more and more popular as an easy way to 
deliver learning materials (i.e., declarative knowledge). 
On the other hand, web-based remote laboratories provide 
platforms to practice (i.e., procedural knowledge). 
From a technical point of view, the limitations of the 
first versions of the HTML standard [4] have forced web 
developers to combine a wide range of non-standard 
technologies (e.g., Java, Flash, Silverlight) to achieve their 
goals. This fragmented execution environment for web 
applications caused multiple implementations of the same 
feature to avoid incompatibilities. A fully-featured and 
standard execution environment was needed. HTML5 and 
related standards (e.g., WebGL. SVG, CSS3) [5] try to 
solve this issue providing native-like user experiences 
within the web browser. In this paper we analyze the 
benefits and pitfalls of using them regarding online 
experimentation and simulations. 
II. ANIMATIONS 
There are several technologies and APIs related to the 
HTML5 standard that can be used to generate animations. 
Some of them are part of the HTML5 specification (e.g., 
Canvas 2D API [5]), and some others are defined in 
different specifications (e.g., WebGL [6]). Although this 
distinction is clear, many web browser vendors (i.e., 
Microsoft, Apple, Google, Mozilla, Opera) usually refer to 
all of them as HTML5-related technologies, and so we do 
in the rest of this paper.  
Creating animations in HTML5 is not just adding 
multimedia content to a HTML document via <video> 
elements. It also involves other features like Document 
Object Model (DOM) [7] manipulation over time, event 
handling, human interaction, synchronization, or real-time 
data processing. Coding in ECMAScript [8] is needed to 
run the animation in most of the cases, but some 
animations can be purely declarative. Both procedural and 
declarative animations have their pros and cons. 
Declarative animations are usually easier to create. 
Developers define what they want (e.g. change the width 
of a box from 100 pixels to 800 in 5 seconds), but not how 
the browser should achieve it. Procedural animations are 
more flexible and less limited to the functionality provided 
by the specifications [9, 10, 11, 12]. However, developers 
have to describe how to implement all the changes given 
in the animation programmatically (e.g. create a loop to 
increase the width of a box progressively, adding a 
constant value to the current width of that box each time). 
As web-based procedural animations usually depend on 
ECMAScript timers, they could interfere with other 
interactions using the event queue. Generally, declarative 
animations are preferred over procedural ones due to their 
simplicity and the browser optimizations that can be done 
to run them faster (e.g., GPU acceleration).   
A. Declarative Animations 
Currently there are two standards to define declarative 
animations in a user-agent (i.e., browser) execution 
environment: Scalar Vector Graphics (SVG) Animation 
[12] and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) Animations [9, 10, 
11].  
SVG Animation is closely related to Synchronized 
Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) Animation [13]. 
SVG is a host language in terms of SMIL Animation. This 
means that SVG supports animation elements defined in 
the SMIL Animation specification (i.e., animate, set, 
animateMotion, animateColor), but also includes 
compatible extensions to it (i.e., animateTransform, path, 
mpath, keyPoints, rotate). Figure 1 shows an example of a 
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declarative animation of a 200 x 200 px black rectangle 
being expanded to 800 px of width in 5 seconds, 
beginning at 00:00:01s and ending at 00:00:06s. 
 
 
There are many benefits of using SVG Animation: a) 
Accurate and easy to define and synchronize animation; b) 
No need to use ECMAScript timers; c) No overload of the 
ECMAScript event queue; d) Standalone SVG files that 
can be played outside HTML documents. The biggest 
pitfall is that browser's compliance with these 
specifications may be incomplete [14]. 
CSS Animations are defined using several 
specifications. CSS Transforms API [9] allows 
transforming CSS-styled elements in a two-dimensional or 
three-dimensional space using transformation functions 
(e.g., scaleX, skewY, rotate3d) and related properties 
(e.g., perspective, transform-origin, transform-style). CSS 
Transitions API [10] is used to change CSS properties 
from one value to another smoothly over a given period of 
time (i.e., using a transition timing function like "ease", 
"linear", "ease-in", "ease-out", "ease-in-out", or "cubic-
bezier"). Finally, CSS Animations API [11] allows 
declaring a set of keyframes with different transitions (i.e., 
property, duration, timing function, iteration count, etc.) 
between them. Figure 2 shows an example of a declarative 
animation using CSS Animations. 
 
 
The benefits and pitfalls of using CSS Animations are 
almost the same as those of SVG Animation, except for 
the ability of SVG files to be played outside HTML 
documents. However, CSS Animations are more likely to 
be used by web developers because more HTML elements 
can be animated using them. Therefore, it is recommended 
to use CSS Animations rather than SVG Animation as 
they are more likely to be implemented, upgraded and 
optimized by browser vendors. 
B. Procedural Animations 
There are two main reasons for using procedural 
animations rather than declarative animations: a) The lack 
of support of the browser, and b) The complexity of the 
animation precluding its definition in a declarative 
manner. In any of those cases, ECMAScript timers must 
be used to change properties over time (see Figure 3). 
However, timer delay is not guaranteed using 
ECMAScript timers. In order to achieve the highest frame 
rate in their animations, some developers use a 0 ms delay 
timer to redraw them as fast as possible. However, delays 
smaller than the limit defined by the specification [15] are 
forced to the use at least the minimum delay (i.e., 4 ms for 
browsers released in 2010 and onward, 10 ms for previous 
versions). Moreover, considering that all ECMAScript in a 
browser window executes on a single thread, 
asynchronous events (e.g., mouse clicks or timers) are 
only dispatched when the event queue is free [16]. For this 
reason, Web workers [17] can be used when running 
scripts independently in the background is needed (e.g., to 
calculate the next coordinates of a complex animation in a 
physics engine), leaving the window event queue free. 
Using the cross-document messaging API (i.e., 
postMessage) designed with Web workers in mind, there 
are cross-browser implementations of zero-delay timers 
[18]. The ECMAScript closure shown in Figure 5 enables 
an immediate call to the event handler of the timer, in a 
similar way to the setImmediate method proposed by 
Microsoft in the Efficient Script Yielding API [19]. 
Nevertheless, Web workers have some drawbacks. They 
are not able to change DOM elements or properties, and 
they are relatively expensive to create and should not be 
used in large numbers. 
 
 
Considering all these issues, a new API was created to 
write procedural animations where the browser controls 
the update rate of the animation [20]. Using the Timing 
control for script-based animations API developers 
request the browser schedule an animation frame update, 
instead of trying to figure out when is the best moment to 
do it. As long as the browser keeps control of all the 
running animations using this API, it is in a better position 
to determine the frame rate such that all of the animations 
will run as smoothly as possible (see Figure 4). There is 
also another advantage of using this API regarding power 
consumption, as it will set up a very low frame rate for 
animations currently invisible. Using this API for 
procedural animations is highly recommended, but it is 
still not widely implemented [21]. 
// 60 Frames Per Second 
var interval = 1000 / 60; 
 
function start() { 
  //Define initial status 
  setTimeout(animate, interval); 
} 
 
function animate() { 
  //Change properties 
  setTimeout(animate, interval); 
} 
Figure 3. Procedural animation stub using ECMAScript timers. 
@keyframes change { 
  0% { 
    width: 200px; 
  } 
  50% { 
    width: 800px; 
  } 
} 
div#box { 
  animation-name: change; 
  animation-duration: 5s; 
  animation-iteration-count: infinite; 
  animation-timing-function: linear; 
} 
Figure 2. Declarative animation defined using CSS Animations. 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<svg xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg"> 
<rect id="box" x="100" y="100"  
 width="200" height="200" fill="black"> 
<animate attributeName="width" begin="1s" 
 dur="5s" from="200" to="800" /> 
</rect> 
</svg> 
Figure 1. Declarative animation defined in SVG Animation (SMIL). 
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Regarding the content, not only CSS properties and 
SVG files can be animated using scripts, but also new 
HTML5 related APIs such as Canvas 2D Context [22] and 
WebGL 2D/3D Context [6]. ECMAScript code can be 
seamlessly embedded into SVG files to change SVG 
properties, create new shapes or animate them over time. 
HTML Canvas 2D Context API works in a different way. 
It provides a blank canvas (i.e., a blank bitmap) to draw 
shapes, text or images, apply transformations (i.e., scale, 
rotate, translate, transform), and change compositing or 
shadow attributes. Similarly, WebGL enables a 2D/3D 
context for the canvas element. It is derived from OpenGL 
ES 2.0 [23] and provides an immediate mode 3D 
rendering API where OpenGL-like resources (i.e., 
textures, buffers, framebuffers, renderbuffers, shaders and 
programs) are represented as DOM objects. Most of the 
times, choosing the proper API for a specific scenario is 
not trivial. Table 1 shows their advantages and 
disadvantages and both good and bad instances of their 
use in terms of complexity (i.e., nearly every animation 
can be generated using any of these APIs, but some are 




III. USER INPUT COLLECTION 
Online experiments and simulations often need to 
collect user input in real-time. As stated on its 
specification, in ECMAScript time is measured in 
milliseconds since 01 January, 1970 UTC (i.e., UNIX 
epoch) [8]. The same happens with DOM events' 
timeStamp property, used to specify the time at which the 
event was created [24]. However, these timestamps are 
gathered from the system clock and therefore may not 
have millisecond accuracy in some Operating Systems 
[25, 26]. Considering this limitation, some developers 
have included a Java Applet to expose Java’s nanosecond 
timing function to ECMAScript [27, 28] (see Figure 6). 
Fortunately, the Java's nanoTime trick is not necessary 
when High Resolution Time (HRT) API [29] is available. 
This API provides a monotonically increasing timing 
function with sub-millisecond resolution not subject to 





public class nano extends Applet { 
  public long nanoTime() { 
    return System.nanoTime(); 
  } 
} 
Figure 6. Java Applet to expose nanosecond timing function to 
ECMAScript (excerpt from BenchmarkJS’s  nano.java). 
// 60 Frames Per Second 
var interval = 1000 / 60, 
    last; 
 
(function() { 
  var timeouts = []; 
  var messageName = "zero-timeout-message"; 
 
  function setZeroTimeout(fn) { 
    timeouts.push(fn); 
    window.postMessage(messageName, "*"); 
  } 
 
  function handleMessage(event) { 
    if (event.source == window &&  
      event.data == messageName) { 
      event.stopPropagation(); 
      if (timeouts.length > 0) { 
        var fn = timeouts.shift(); 
        fn(); 
      } 
    } 
  } 
 
  window.addEventListener("message",  
    handleMessage, true); 
 
  window.setZeroTimeout = setZeroTimeout; 
})(); 
 
function start() { 
  //Define initial status 
  last = Date.now(); 
  setZeroTimeout(animate); 
} 
 
function animate() { 
  time = Date.now(); 
  if (time >= last + interval) { 
    //Change properties 
    last = time; 
  } 
  setZeroTimeout(animate); 
} 
Figure 5. Procedural animation stub using postMessage based 
setZeroTimeout [16]. 
// 60 Frames Per Second 
var interval = 1000 / 60, 
    last; 
 
function start() { 
  //Define initial status 
  last = Date.now(); 
  requestAnimationFrame(animate); 
} 
 
function animate(time) { 
  if (time >= last + interval) { 
    //Change properties 
    last = time; 
  } 
  requestAnimationFrame((animate); 
} 
Figure 4. Procedural animation stub using Timing control for 
script-based animations API. 
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On the whole, dealing with ECMAScript timing 
functions to collect user input accurately depends on the 
API support of the user agent. Undoubtedly, HRT API is 
the best option when available. Relying on Java's 
nanosecond timing function may be an option when Java 
support is available. Unfortunately, that setup is 
uncommon nowadays. Finally, ECMAScript timing 
functions perform differently depending on the underlying 





IV. REAL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS 
Delivering a simulation or experiment over the Internet 
usually involves real-time communications. During the 
last decade, Asynchronous JavaScript And XML (AJAX) 
[31] based interfaces have become the norm. AJAX 
enables clients to asynchronously poll for server-side 
events, but polling is not strictly a real-time 
communication as it is bounded to the polling interval.  
Comet tried to solve this issue, defining mechanisms to 
allow the server to send information to the user agent 
without prompting from a client (i.e., push instead of 
pull). However, Comet implementations are not standard 
and often they are not interoperable either [32]. 
Consequently, long polling connections (i.e., asking for a 
new AJAX connection with an extremely long timeout 
when the last update is received from the server) are often 
used as a workaround for the lack of server pushing 
support, but it is a far from satisfactory solution.  
The HTML5 WebSocket specification [33] allows 
pushing and pulling information through a single-socket 
full-duplex connection between the browser and the 
server. It can provide a 500:1 reduction in unnecessary 
HTTP header traffic and 3:1 reduction in latency [34]. 
Unfortunately, the WebSockets API is still under 
development, some security problems have been 
discovered [35], and there may be compatibility issues 
across different implementations. Figure 8 shows how 
these mechanisms can be used to establish a connection 
that enables server-side notifications.  
Finally, another web standard for real-time 
communications is currently being developed: WebRTC 
[36]. WebRTC provides real-time communications 
between browsers (e.g., audio / video conferencing) 
without requiring proprietary plugins, downloads or 
installs. WebRTC current implementation relies on two 
APIs, PeerConnection API [36] and GetUserMedia API 
[37]. PeerConnection API is able to cover most of the use 
cases involved in peer-to-peer connections natively from 
the user-agent (i.e., Network Address Translation using 
ICE [38] and STUN [39] or TURN [40] servers, and 
session management using SDP [41]). GetUserMedia API 
is used to get access from JavaScript to local devices that 
can generate multimedia stream data (e.g., webcams or 
microphones). Although there is still a long roadmap 
ahead implementing WebRTC, working proofs of concept 
have been released for Google Chrome and Mozilla 
Firefox browsers. GetUserMedia API is already released 
for Opera, and announced for Internet Explorer 11 [42]. 
partial interface Performance { 
  DOMHighResTimeStamp now(); 
}; 
Figure 7. The DOMHighResTimeStamp type and the now 
method of the Performance interface in High Resolution Time API.
TABLE I.  
COMPARISON OF PROCEDURAL ANIMATION APIS 
SVG 
Advantages Disadvantages Good Scenarios Bad Scenarios 
Standalone 
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Twenty years on from the invention of the Web, its use 
as a platform for delivering experiments and educational 
simulations has increased dramatically and a 
comprehensive range of standard and patent-free 
specifications are now widely available for researchers 
and content providers. Nevertheless, there are still some 
unsolved issues. Many of these specifications are still 
under heavy development and it is not easy to find living 
instances of research-related use. The purpose of the 
present paper was to provide a roadmap to this new land 
of opportunity for HTML5 based e-research, focusing on 
three main aspects: a) Animations, b) User input, and c) 
Real-time communications. For each of them, several 
recommendations of API usage have been provided 
related to the special needs of online experimentation. To 
conclude, benefits of using HTML5 APIs for online 
experiments and simulations clearly exceed the costs, 
although related pitfalls and caveats should not be 
overlooked by researchers. 
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